1. AT THE 28 JANUARY 1970 MEETING OF THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (FEC) OF THE FEDERAL MILITARY GOVERNMENT OF NIGERIA (FMG), GENERAL YAKUBU GOWON, THE HEAD OF THE FMG, SPOKE WITH SOME HEAT ABOUT THE EFFORTS THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN LAGOS WAS MAKING IN ATTEMPTING TO PRESS ITS ESTIMATES OF RELIEF NEEDS IN THE EAST-CENTRAL STATES ON THE FMG. IT HAD COME TO HIS ATTENTION, GOWON SAID, THAT THE AMERICAN EMBASSY HAD MADE SEVERAL APPROACHES TO HIS GOVERNMENT AND THAT THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR WAS REQUESTING AN URGENT INTERVIEW WITH HIM TO DISCUSS CONDITIONS IN THE EASTERN REGION. GENERAL GOWON MADE CLEAR TO THE MEMBERS OF THE FEC THAT HE WAS VERY ANGRY AT THESE CONTINUED DEMANDS OF THE AMERICANS, WHICH HE CONSIDERED INTERFERENCE IN HIS GOVERNMENT'S AFFAIRS. GENERAL GOWON STATED, "THE AMERICANS WISH TO INVESTIGATE CONDITIONS IN PARTS OF OUR COUNTRY, BUT I DO NOT DEMAND TO INVESTIGATE CONDITIONS IN ALABAMA OR IN VIETNAM." HE INDICATED TO THE FEC THAT IN HIS SPEECH TO THE DIPLOMATIC CORPS IN NIGERIA ON THE FOLLOWING DAY HE WAS GOING TO MENTION THAT HIS GOVERNMENT WOULD NOT TOLERATE INTERFERENCE IN THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF NIGERIA. HE SAID THAT HE SPECIFICALLY MEANT THE AMERICANS, AS HE DEEPLY RESENTED THEIR CURRENT TACTICS.
2. General Gowon also indicated that what disturbed him most was that he thought relations with the Americans were currently going so well. Which describes the FEC meeting of 21 January 1970 during which General Gowon put an end to a discussion criticizing American relief efforts by stating that he felt that American-Nigerian relations were going along quite well. In fact, Gowon said, it was hard to understand why the Americans should push so hard on the relief issue when most US-Nigerian bilateral problems appeared to be over. In ending this monologue General Gowon said that perhaps this continued American preoccupation with conditions in the East Central State was covering up some factor about which the Nigerians were not aware. For example, perhaps the Americans were much more involved with the secessionists than had been previously understood and this current campaign was in some way related to "an earlier American effort to sustain Biafra."

3. (Source Comment: Pro-American leaders of the FMG cannot understand the current pressure being put on the FMG by the American Embassy in Lagos on the issue of relief. While there may be some problems connected with the delivery of food to the ex-rebel area, conditions there are basically quite good. Nigerian officials do not accept the premise that there is actual or impending starvation and feel with the addition of more transport and more time, the basic feeding problems of the East-Central State will be solved. The FMG is quite proud of its efforts toward reconciliation and the success of its own relief efforts to date. In Nigerian minds, conditions are increasingly satisfactory in the ex-rebel area and continued American insistence that serious problems exist is causing deep resentment toward the United States.)

4. Field Dissemination
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